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The MELBOURNE ACCESS VIDEO AND MEDIA CO-OPERATIVE (MAVAM) is an organisation for people working 
with video or media on a non-profit basis, and people who wish to see workable democratic systems which 
allow community access to media. 
 
MAVAM was formed at a public meeting held at the Brotherhood of St. Laurence on 20th June 1976. 
 
The decision to form the Co-op followed the work of Access Video Committee and the Video Collective 
Committee - open committees established by previous public meetings held in March and April this year, 
which discussed the future of the Carlton Access Video Resource Centre. 
 
Most of MAVAM's present members are video- makers who have used the Carlton Centre, but membership is 
open to anyone resident in Victoria. 
 
MEDIA CO-OPS TAKE OVER MELBOURNES VIDEO CENTRES 
 
Following the decision by the Film, Radio and Television Board at its meeting on 28th June in Sydney, its 
Community Video Centres in Melbourne will be run by local co-operatives of videomakers and individuals 
interested in community media. The centres were previously by the Australian Film Institute. 
 
Western Communications Co-Operative now based at Yarraville, and with branches throughout the western 
suburbs, has taken over Access Centres originally located in Altona and Footscray, while the MEDIA 
RESOURCE CENTRS (formally the Carlton Video Resource Centre) is to be operated by the Melbourne Access 
Video and Media Co-op (MAVAM). 
 
DEMOCRATISING VIDEO 
 
MAVAM and Westcom are Melbourne's first media Co-ops specialising in Access Video - the provision of 
access for members and others to the technology, knowledge and physical resources required to produce and 
distribute video material in a communication, educational, artistic or experimental context. We will also be the 
first groups in Australia to take over and run 'video centres' on a collective basis. 
 
MEDIA RESOURCE CENTRE - STRUCTURE 
 
Under the co-operative control the Media Resource Centre will be in the hands of those who participate. All 
meetings of the Co-operative are open to the public. There are monthly general meetings (1st Monday of 
each month). Committee meetings are usually held each Monday at 7.00pm at the Centre. 
 
The internal structure of MAVAM is that of a 'collective' and power remains with the collective members. The 
collective will make decisions and individuals and groups delegated to implement these decisions will be 
accountable to the collective. 
 
MAVAM has a board of directors as prescribed by the Co-operative Act, but by organising on a collective basis 
it is hoped to avoid the anachronism of a hierarchy of membership where an elite group makes decisions and 
consults other members. An elite may emerge, but this will be by default and subject to checks and balances. 
 
WHO's AT MAVAM 
 
Board of Directors: Bob Weis - Chairman 
   Judi Stack - Secretary/Treas. 
   Tasma Ockendon 
   George Ooi 
   Margot Nash 
   Eileen Chapman 
   George Stamkoski 



 
Staff:   John Timlin - Administrator 
   Judi Stack - Project Worker 
   Mark Colbert - Media Researcher 
   Diana Wolthers - Office Co-ordinator 
   John Robinson - Technical person  
 
TRANSITION - THE ROUGH AND THE SMOOTH 
 
In the Western Suburbs the transfer appears to be going smoothly with the changeover from 'Western 
Communications' as an AFI administered satellite organisation to WESTERN COMMUNICATIONS CO-
OPERATIVE LTD hardly producing a ripple on the screen. 
 
Within a week of the FRTVB decision the Australian Film Institute had 'closed its books' on Westcom, and out 
at Yarraville and Williamstown Westcom's Project Officers Mal Cormack, Mac Gudgeon, John Robinson and 
Lassya Shive went on with the work under a new boss - the co-op they had helped to form. 
 
Ownership of the equipment would follow they were told by FRTVB Senior Project Officer Bill Childs, "within 
three to four weeks of receipt by the Board of Westcom's inventory". 
 
At Carlton it has been a different story . . . . . While the FRTVB decision has been applauded by people 
interested in democratising the operations of the former Video Resource Centre, the bureaucrats are 
somewhat less enchanted not surprisingly, considering officers from the FRTVB and the AFI including the 
centre director, Doug Cowan consistently sought to undermine moves towards community control of the 
centre over the past 2 years. 
 
Their efforts to prevent Centre users gaining direct access to the board itself are well documented and were 
finally overcome in May this year when a deputation of people interested in the video Project 'gate crashed' a 
board meeting in Melbourne, with as it turned out, remarkably successful results. The board set up a 
subcommittee, The subcommittee recommended transfer of the Carlton Centre's 'assets and funds' to 
MAVAM. The Board deliberated and agreed to the transfer. 
 
Then the rot set in. First came a long delay before MAVAM was officially informed of the Board's decision. 
 
Sources close to the Australia Council indicated that within 24 hours of the decision, officers of the board 
were discussing the possibility of trying to have the motion in question rescinded 
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